A major factor blocking the practical application of brain-computer interfaces (BCI) is the long calibration time. To obtain enough training trials, participants must spend a long time in the calibration stage. In this paper, we propose a new framework to reduce the calibration time through knowledge transferred from the electroencephalogram (EEG) of other subjects. We trained the motor recognition model for the target subject using both the target's EEG signal and the EEG signals of other subjects. To reduce the individual variation of different datasets, we proposed two data mapping methods. These two methods separately diminished the variation caused by dissimilarities in the brain activation region and the strength of the brain activation in different subjects. After these data mapping stages, we adopted an ensemble method to aggregate the EEG signals from all subjects into a final model. We compared our method with other methods that reduce the calibration time. The results showed that our method achieves a satisfactory recognition accuracy using very few training trials (32 samples). Compared with existing methods using few training trials, our method achieved much greater accuracy.
Introduction
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are a type of technology that allows users to interact directly with computers or other external devices through brain activity. The main brain activities that are used are electroencephalography [1] , electrocorticography (ECoG) [2] , magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [3] , and functional near-infrared (fNIR) imaging [4] . Of the various types of brain signals, the EEG-based BCI system has been increasingly used because of its non-invasiveness, higher time resolution, ease of use and lower price. The EEG-based BCI is a promising technology for providing a method of communication for disabled users to control prostheses and wheelchairs or for guiding rehabilitation treatments [5] [6] [7] [8] . BCIs are also used by healthy individuals as a valuable tool for monitoring physical status [9] or as a way of operating an entertainment system. The EEG signal modalities used in BCI includes steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) [10, 11] , slow cortical potential (SCP), P300 [8] , and motor imagery (MI) [12] . Compared with other signal modalities, MI has the advantage of self-pace, which means no external stimulation is needed. For severely disabled patients, motor imagery based BCI may be the most feasible communication system. However, most of the current BCI applications are still in the prototype stage. Few BCI systems can be used outside the laboratory because the recognition accuracy does not meet the needs of the actual systems, the information transformation rate is limited, and the BCI system requires a long calibration time [13] .
The calibration time can be reduced by using semisupervised learning or data augmentation on a small training dataset to obtain better motion recognition accuracy and by using EEG data from other subjects to train a model for the task of the target subject.
Semi-supervised learning is an important method that uses an unlabelled dataset to improve the final result of the learning algorithm. Many semi-supervised learning methods have been proposed in BCI. Tu et al. [14] used the unlabelled dataset to generate regular items for the spatial filter, which makes the model more robust and adaptive to the testing set. Jiannan Meng et al. [15] first developed a base model from the tagged dataset and then applied it to the unlabelled dataset. Based on the results and linear projection score of the unlabelled dataset, they produced a new model. Chen et al. [16] designed a new self-training method to select the most effective unlabelled data for the extended training set. Compared with classic methods, these methods improve the classification performance with a shorter calibration time. However, the improvement is not obvious. Moreover, these methods focus on the classification of two types of movements. These methods would be better evaluated in a four category motion imagery situation.
In addition to the semi-supervised approach, other methods have also been proposed to improve accuracy when using a small training set. Lotte et al. [13, 17] designed a method of generating artificial signals from an existing training set to construct a large dataset. Lotte's method obtained a much better result than the semi-supervised study. However, this result was also obtained using the two-motor classification approach.
Limited by the size of the training dataset, the current method that directly reduces the calibration time using the user's own training data does not perform well. It is very difficult to achieve good training results just by using a small number of samples (such as 10 samples per type of action). Therefore, using data from other subjects to improve the recognition result is an important alternative way of training the BCI.
The manner in which to take advantage of datasets from other subjects is of increasing interest to researchers. The two main ways to do so are through knowledge transfer and data fusion. Knowledge transfer refers to the transfer of knowledge from an existing dataset to new individuals. In the BCI system, compared with the traditional common spatial patter (CSP), the regularized common spatial pattern (RCSP) is an effective method of knowledge transfer. The RCSP reduces the over-fitting of the CSP filters based on the existing knowledge [18] [19] [20] . Lu et al. [21] directly used the covariance of EEG data from multiple subjects to develop a regularization term. H. Kang et al. [22] adopted a weighted average method to develop CSP regularization terms. Lotte et al. [13, 23, 24] evaluated the distance between the covariance of EEG data from different individuals using the Riemann distance and designed the regular term of the RCSP based on this distance. Tu et al. [25] calculated the CSP filters from multiple subjects and applied a cross-validation method to obtain the best one from the CSP filters from other people.
In addition to knowledge transfer, data fusion is another way to use data from multiple subjects. The two main types of fusion methods are the pooled data method and the ensemble method. The pooled data method establishes the training set directly from the data of multiple subjects. The ensemble method establishes a model for the data from each subject and then assembles these models into a final model. The key problem with each of these approaches is how to combine the results of these models. Fazli et al. [26] divided the EEG signal from multiple subjects into different frequency bands and then trained the classification models for each of the frequency bands. By choosing the optimal frequency bands for each dataset, they established a user-independent motion recognition model. Tu et al. [27] designed a meta-classifier for the results of each dataset and then assembled the outputs of the models from multiple subjects.
However, these methods only take data from other subjects as a reference, constrain criteria for the new subject's model, or directly establish a user-independent model with a dataset from other subjects. The former methods have a shortage of insufficient information mining, while the latter methods ignore the essential differences among different individuals. Moreover, these methods are all evaluated in a two-category motor classification problem. Once the type of motion increases, these methods can no longer address the noises and biases. To solve these problems, this paper focuses on the analysis of the differences in the EEG signals from different subjects. We eliminated the differences as much as possible and exploited the commonalities between the EEG signals from different individuals. When people execute or imagine a motion, the corresponding area in the brain is activated. These event-related phenomena present variations on specific frequencies of the ongoing EEG activity. These variations may either be a decrease or an increase in power in the given frequency bands. The former case is called event-related desynchronization (ERD) and the latter is called eventrelated synchronization (ERS) [28] . In our research, the difference between the EEG signals from each user was divided into the following: 1) the mismatch of the channel position for different subjects; 2) the intensity of the difference of ERD/ ERS, and 3) the frequency band differences of ERD/ERS. This study focused on eliminating the first two differences. The commonly used bandpass filter effectively reduces the impact of ERD/ERS band differences. Furthermore, for the purpose of making full use of the data from multiple subjects, we did not use each dataset separately but combined datasets from multiple subjects and the data from the target user together. Hence, the final model has both the target user's own characteristics and the characteristics of multiple other subjects. In addition, a confidence score for the fusion of models from different users was developed. The confidence score was based on the linear projection and projection variance of the LDA. By using the developed confidence score, the final model was a combination of the models of multiple subjects. The key points of the proposed methods are two preprocessing algorithms and a framework to address the data from multiple subjects. All these methods do not work with fixed feature extraction methods and classifiers. However, even though we used CSP and LDA, our framework can also be combined with other feature extraction methods and classifiers to get an even better performance.
Methods

Dataset description
To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed method, we experimentally validated it with a public dataset. The dataset we used in this study is dataset 2a from BCI competition IV (http://www.bbci.de/competition/iv/). The dataset is provided by the Graz's group and contained data from nine subjects. All the subjects were naïve subjects who were unfamiliar with the experiments. Each subject performed two experiments in 2 days. In each session, the subject was instructed to carry out four types of motion imagery tasks in a random order, namely, left hand (class 1), right hand (class 2), foot (class 3) and tongue (class 4). Each subject performed 72 trials of each motion, yielding a total of 288 trials per session. At the beginning of each trial, a motion hint appeared on the screen. Then, the subject imagined the desired movement. After 4 s, the stop hint appeared. The EEG signals were recorded with 22 channels and digitized at 250 Hz. All the channels were used in our experiments. In BCI competition IV, the participants were required to use an EEG signal from each subjects' first day to build a model and then validated it on the data from the second day. In our study, we used the first 32 trials of each experiment to build a model and tested it on the remainder trials of the same experiment.
Framework
ERD/ERS provides a solid theoretical basis for motion imagery-based BCI. Even so, the motion recognition accuracy cannot be easily improved directly by theoretical analysis. For a specific individual, the BCI system still requires many training data to construct the model based on machine learning algorithms. This is because the EEG signal itself is complex and there are lots of background noises. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain a large training dataset to extract the targetrelated components from the complex EEG signals. Second, in principle, EEG signals from different individuals have similar qualitative characteristics, but for a specific individual, the quantitative characteristics reveal great differences. This intersubject variation prevents the construction of an inter-subject model. We know that there is energy enhancement or attenuation when people execute a motion. This is the qualitative analysis. However, before we can access the EEG signals, we do not know the level of enhancement or the location of the strongest frequency band. Additionally, there is no formula to compute it. This shortage prevented us from classifying each trial by direct logical reasoning. This is why we had to use machine learning, which requires many trials. Thus, it is difficult to decrease the calibration time.
Here, we analyzed these inter-subject differences and combined the signals from all the subjects. The framework of our method is shown in Fig. 1 . The workflow was to first process the EEG signals from each subject according to the target subject's EEG signal. Then, models were generated from each subjects' processed signals and these models were assembled into a final model, which was a model for the target subject.
We first analyzed the variation between the EEG data from different subjects. The ERD/ERS gives a qualitative description and we could not obtain a quantitative analysis before we accessed the EEG signal. In fact, the variation in the ERD/ ERS between individuals occurs because of the ERD/ERS frequency band, its intensity and its location. ERD/ERS occurs at different frequencies in different people. In general, the mu and beta rhythm band (8-30 Hz) is the most important frequency band of the ERD/ERS. However, the most intense frequency band of the ERD/ERS varies from person to person. ERD/ERS refers to an energy enhancement or attenuation for a specific frequency band in a particular period of time. However, there is no quantitative assessment of the enhancement or attenuation, which also varies among individuals. ERD/ERS occurs in different locations of the cap. Generally, the C3 and C4 channels correspond to the right hand and left hand movements, respectively. The corresponding location is typically determined by measurements in each participant. Taking the physiological variation of each individual's brain into account, the typical position of ERD/ERS is different in different people. Additionally, how different participants wear the cap may also cause location bias. Therefore, to establish an inter-individual EEG model, these inter-individual variations must be considered.
Here, we reduced inter-individual variations and extracted the common characteristics for different individuals. The key process of this method was to modify the datasets from multiple subjects according to the data from the target individual. By comparing the differences between the two datasets, the dataset from multiple subjects was pre-processed to minimize the differences and maximize the commonalities. The data processing stage is divided into two steps: spatial filter and data adjustment. The spatial filter step eliminated variations caused by the channel position. The data adjustment process step suppressed variations in the degree of the energy decrease or increase. After the data were pre-processed, models based on CSP and LDA were trained using data from each subject in the dataset. A final model was obtained by comparing these models.
Spatial filters
One of the differences between the EEG data from two subjects is that the channels on the scalps of different subjects are not matched. In the data from different subjects, the same channel may not correspond to the same zone of the brain. This variation comes mainly from the differences in the anatomic structures of the brains in different individuals (especially the sensorimotor areas) and the differences in the channel locations of the electrode caps on the scalps of different individuals. For example, in the case of left hand movement, the ERD occurs in the corresponding area of the left hand, such as the C3 region of the 10-20 system, in theory. However, due to individual differences, the region may be close to C5 for one person and close to C1 for another person. In this situation, it is difficult to predict the movement intentions of one subject using a model trained using data from a different subject.
To eliminate these variations, a spatial filter was applied to the original EEG signals. The spatial filter transformed one subject's original dataset to a new spatial space. In this new space, the same channel from the transformed data and the target individual's data is matched as closely as possible.
Let us assume that the two subjects' datasets are described as
}, where i = 1 stands for the target dataset, i = 2 stands for the other dataset, S is the number of sample points and C is the number of channels. The target spatial filter is T ∈ R C × C . The other dataset is transformed to a new dataset D Here, we adopted the common spatial pattern (CSP) algorithm as an indicator for searching the spatial filter T. CSP is the most popular linear projection algorithm in BCI. The advantage of CSP is that it maps the EEG signals to a new space where the variance of one class's EEG is minimized while the variance of the other class's EEG is maximized. Then, the projection vectors W can be seen as the most representative spatial filter for different tasks. W represents the most essential space characteristics of EEG. For the dataset from two subjects, the spatial filters W are different. Therefore, we can take W as an indicator to search for the best spatial map of different subjects. To transform the data from the other subject D 2 to a new form D 0 2 that has a similar channel distribution with D 1 , the W trained from D 0 2 should be as similar as is possible to the W trained fromD 1 . This process is equivalent to re-sampling the EEG signals from the dataset of the source subject, while the resampling location matches the target dataset at the greatest extent. To guarantee that new information is not added nor is existing information lost, the spatial filter T should be set to an orthogonal matrix. This means that the vector module of each spatial filter is 1 and all the row vectors of the matrix are orthogonal.
CSP is a specific algorithm for two types of motion. For four types of motion, six groups of CSP filters are trained by pairwise coupling in this study. The detail calculation process of T is as follows. First, CSP filters for the two datasets are trained, with total 12 CSP transform matrix{H i, p ∈ R C × C }, wherep = 1~6. For each dataset, we get filters group matrix{W i ∈ R 6C × C }. For the filtered dataD 
The proof of formula 2 is in the Appendix. Then,
To reduce over-fitting, a regular term is added in the transformT. Meanwhile, a constraint term for T according to Fig. 1 The framework of the proposed method. The framework workflow contained three steps: 1) process each subject's EEG signal according to the target subject's EEG signal; 2) generate models from each subject's processed signals, 3) assemble these models into a final model, and the final model is a model for the target subject the given information is set as matrixP. Then, the revised Tis as follows:
The design of P is as follows. Since the transformation matrix Tcan be regarded as a mapping of channels, the element T(j, i) represents the weight of the old channel i on the new channelj. In the situation without transformation, T is the identity matrixI, which means the new channels and the original channels are the same. For the transformed situation, the closer the original channel i is to the new channelj, the greater effect it will have on the new channelj. Hence, the constraint matrix P should satisfy that the value of P(j, i) increases by the decrease of distance between the original channel i and the new channelj. In this paper, an exponential decay formula P(j, i) = e −d(j, i) is adopted, where d(j, i) is the distance between channel i and channelj.
The objective function T with a constraint matrix can be considered an optimization problem. After solving Eq. 9, the final result is T = VU T , where V and U are the results of SVD decomposition at matrix
T , with the con-
The details of the solution process are in the Appendix.
The role of a spatial filter W is to maximize the discrimination between the two classes of motion imagery. For the filter matrix W, the first and last few row vectors contain the largest discriminative information while the middle few row vectors have the smallest discriminative information. Hence, each row vector of the filter W should be weighted separately when calculating the transformation matrix T. The weighting factor L is designed by
number of rows and l is the basis weight).
Data adjustment
The spatial filter T effectively diminishes the variation caused by the differences in channel locations on multiple subjects. For the variation of frequency bands, the feature in motion imagerybased BCI is always extracted at a given specific frequency band, between 8 and 30 Hz. Therefore, the inter-individual variation caused by the frequency band can be diminished to some extent. The last source of variation is the intensity of the ERD/ERS. To address this variation, a process of data adjustment is executed based on the target dataset. Another CSP algorithm is used here to diminish the variation of the intensity. CSP maximizes the variance of a two class signal based on the diagonalisation of the covariance matrices. Traditionally, CSP is used to find the difference of two motions for the same person. CSP was established to find the variance of the EEG signals collected from two subjects for the same motion. Then, the variance of different subjects can be removed by applying a coefficient in the common space of the CSP, after which the adjusted data is transformed back to the original space. The specific process is as follows:
(
The original training dataset is mapped to a new space using WD 2
′
. In this space, the projected data can be adjusted with the correction matrix to produceEWD We repeated these steps for all of the data from four motions from different subjects. The new adjusted dataset was established to train a general adaptation classification model.
Model ensemble
For the dataset from each study subject, the new dataset was used to construct a classifier for the target dataset. This classification model was trained using one person's dataset and tested using the target person's dataset. To build a final model, the dataset from multiple subjects was used. The advantage of the multiple subject model is that the common features can be extracted while the impact of individual variability is diminished. In this study, a new ensemble method with a confidence score was developed. In our method, when we predicted a new trial of the target subject, we added the scores from each subject's model together.
The first problem of model ensemble is that some users' performances are very poor when using MI-based BCI. Signals from subjects whose performances are good are heavily weighted while signals from subjects whose performances are bad are not heavily weighted. To address this problem, the kappa coefficient k is the weight value for each subject. A CSP/LDA classification model for each subject is built (this model has no relationship with the final model of the target subject; it is only an intermediate step used to compute the weight.). Then, the model is evaluated by cross-validation on the same subject. The kappa coefficient is deduced from the average accuracy, as shown in Formula 7. The kappa coefficient is a better indicator of the classification capability than the accuracy. In extreme cases, for subjects whose EEG has a random classification result (25% for 4 motor imagery), the kappa coefficient is 0. That means that the subject's data will have no influence on the final result.
The kappa coefficient is computed before any preprocessing is completed. The coefficient is fixed for each subject. For new subjects, the subject's signal is pre-processed, a new model is trained, and the scores of each model are added. The problem is that because the models are different, the scores cannot be directly compared. Here, we take CSP as a feature extraction method and LDA as a classifier.
LDA uses a linear projection to classify a new trial. The optimal linear projection w is computed by maximizing the ratio of the inter-class dispersion matrix S B and the intra-class dispersion matrix S W , as is shown in formula 7.
LDA is a binary classifier. If the linear projection value h (formula 14) of a trial is positive, the output of the classifier is set to class 1. Otherwise, if the linear projection value of a trial is negative, the output of the classifier is set to class 2. The absolute value of the linear projection is actually related to the confidence level of the classification output.
For different LDA models for different subjects, the intraclass dispersion is different. Therefore, we standardized the projection using the intra-class dispersion. The standardized projection was h 
Parameter optimization
A key issue with this method is the choice of parameters. There are three parameters in total, including the weighting Table 1 The classification accuracy of different methods for different datasets using only 32 training sample points factor α of the regular term in the optimization target, the weight coefficient l of each filter, and the correction coefficient m. These three coefficients should be optimized to obtain the best performance. To obtain optimal parameters, a validation dataset was established to search the parameters. The validation dataset consisted of six datasets from three subjects, namely, the second, third and fourth subjects. The parameters of every dataset were tested separately by the validation dataset. The sum accuracy of the classifiers was used to assess the parameters. The parameters with maximum sum accuracy were chosen as the optimized parameters. In our study, a searchable parameter region was set to obtain the best parameters. The α range was set to 0 to 10 with a step size of 0.5, the l range was set to 1 to 5 with a step size of 0.25, and the m range was set to 0.5 to 1.5 with a step size of 0.05. If all the parameters in the parameter grid were searched, the computation burden was too large. Therefore, we used the coordinate ascent algorithm to search for the optimal combination of parameters. The coordinate ascent algorithm searches the best parameters by updating one parameter in the parameters vector at each iteration. Meanwhile, the remaining two parameters are fixed in this iteration. This process is repeated until the sum accuracy does not change any more.
Evaluation
There were a total of nine subjects in the original dataset 2a. In this experiment, each subject dataset was divided into two parts: training data and testing data. Unlike a conventional training method, only a small amount of data was used as training data in our experiment. Specifically, the training dataset contained 32 data samples (8 data samples per motion). The remaining 256 data samples formed the testing dataset. That meant that less than 5 min of training data was used. These training data combined with data from all the other subjects were used to establish a classification model for this dataset. The other day's dataset from the same subject was not used here. As a comparison, some methods of reducing calibration time, mentioned in the introduction section, were tested, including the fusion method, semi-supervised learning [15] and regularization CSP (RCSP). For the regularization approach, two main methods have been used, namely, DLRCSP and WTRCSP [13, 20] . DLRCSP uses an identity matrix as a regularization matrix to estimate the covariance matrices.
The WTRCSP combines several RCSPs for a lower dimensionality of the dataset to give a better calibration reduction model. Furthermore, the traditional method (CSP) was also tested using a small training dataset (just 32 samples) and the other day's data of a given subject. The results across nine subjects for different methods and different datasets are listed in Table 1 .
To verify that our method had better accuracy than the other methods with statistically significance, paired t tests were conducted. We conduct t tests between the classification results (totally 18 result for each subject) of our method and other method.
Results
The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified using experiments based on a small amount of data and experiments based on the same evolution method with the BCI competition IV. The purpose of the experiments using small amounts of data was to verify that the proposed method effectively reduced the calibration time. For a new unknown subject dataset, we needed a very short period of calibration time to build the classifier. The purpose of the experiments based on the same evolution method as the BCI competition IV dataset, where the model trained from the first day's data was used to identify the second day's motion, was to verify that the proposed method can effectively improve the accuracy of the model by exploiting the data from multiple subjects.
Experiments based on a small amount of data
To show the effect of our method, we also took the classification result into account when using the other day's data as a standard. This method used a large training dataset from the same subject (288 trials, while the small dataset only had 32 trials). We listed this result to show that when using our method, only a small amount of accuracy was lost while using a much smaller training dataset.
The average classification accuracy across nine individuals (when using a small training dataset) was only 24.10%, lower than the random probability value (25% for four motion classes) ( Table 1 ). The average classification accuracy indicates that the small training dataset does not reflect most of the variability that can occur across multiple subjects. The covariance matrices in CSP may be over or under estimated. Consequently, this will lead to over-fitting and poor performance. The average recognition accuracy of the proposed method can reach 56.10%. As a comparison, the mean accuracy of using the whole dataset was 64.00%. This dataset was that of the same subject on another day. For example, the dataset 01T was used as a training dataset to build a model to recognize the dataset 01E. The average result of our proposed method was only 8% lower than the result with the whole dataset. However, our method only used one ninth of all data. For some subjects, such as subject 8, the recognition result was even better than using the whole dataset. To depict the performance of all methods, we plotted a histogram of the performances of the methods on nine subjects (Fig. 2) . The histogram showed that our method obtained substantially increased classification accuracy. We used paired t tests to verify that there is no statistically significant difference between our method and other methods' accuracy (Tables 2 and 3 ). The p values of the paired t tests between our method and using a small data training set only were p < 0.001 which shows that our method significantly improved the classification performance. The mean difference between the pooled data method and using a small dataset only was 0.192 with an increment of 44%. The mean difference between the WTRCSP and using a small dataset only was 0.055 with an increment of 18%. Even though the WTRCSP improved the result a little, there was still a significant difference between using the WTRCSP and using a small dataset only (p = 0.0047, p < 0.05). For the comparison of DLRCSP and semi-supervised learning with using small dataset only, there is no significant difference (p value for DLRCSP and semi-supervised learning comprising with using a small dataset only is p = 0.3209, p = 0.5338 > 0.05 respectively). These data indicate that the DLRCSP and semi-supervised learning methods cannot improve the classification performance effectively by using a small training data.
To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in reducing training time, we computed the recognition accuracy of different methods using different numbers of training samples. The number of training samples varied from 32 to 256 and the performance of the training is presented in Fig. 3 . For the small dataset only, the DLRCSP, WTRCSP, and the semi-supervised learning methods, the more the training sample were used, the better the recognition accuracy was. However, the performance of the pooled data and the other day's dataset methods (the standard method) had stable classification accuracies of 50% and 72%, respectively. When very few training samples were available, such as fewer than 15-20 trials per class, the data pool method and the other day's data method outperformed the semi-supervised, small data only, DLRCSP, and WTRCSP methods on average. Nevertheless, before the 100 samples, the performance of the proposed method had already reached 66.02%. In addition, the accuracies of our By analyzing the differences between the EEG signals from different subjects, we proposed a framework to diminish these differences. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the data pre-processing, the log-variance feature vectors from the CSP extraction using the same dataset with different computation methods are shown in Fig. 4 . The log-variance feature vectors for two classes are all extracted from dataset 01E, but with different CSP filters. To show feature vectors in a 2-D figure, PCA was used to reduce the dimensions of the feature vectors. The separable feature vectors were obtained using CSP filters trained from the same dataset (Fig. 4) . However, when using a CSP filter trained from the other dataset (03E), the feature vectors from different classes mixed dramatically. The vectors from different classes were more separable after adjusting the data using our method (Fig. 4c) , than without adjusting the data (Fig. 4b) . These data illustrate that our algorithm of data adjustment can effectively address the variability of the EEG signals for different subjects. Moreover, the feature vectors for the target dataset can be directly extracted using a CSP filter computed from the other dataset. Therefore, the training or calibration time for BCI design can be reduced.
Using all training data
In addition to reducing the training time, another advantage of the proposed method is to improve the accuracy of the classification. In this section, we tested our method in the same experimental paradigm as the BCI competition IV. In the BCI competition IV, participants used subject data from their first day to establish a model. Then, the participants used this model to predict the motions from the other day's data. In our experiment, we used the first day's data to predict the other day's motions too. The difference was that we also used data from other subjects in our experiment. Since the data from the other subjects is available through open access, our results can be compared with the results of the BCI competition IV. Our method and the parameters used in this section are the same as those used in the previous section.
After BCI competition IV, many other researchers have verified their methods using this dataset. They have also published their results. Here, we compare our results with these published results. The kappa coefficient is shown in Table 4 . The mean kappa of the proposed method and the best results in the literature are separately in italics and bold.
The second row of Table 4 is the result of simply using CSP and LDA as feature extraction and classification methods. These two methods are also what we used. The first row of Table 4 is the result of the winner of the BCI competition IV, Kai Ken Ang et al. [29] . They proposed a complicated feature extraction method (filter bank common spatial pattern) to get better recognition results. The last four rows are the results of other publications [29] [30] [31] [32] . The results show that our method effectively improved the recognition accuracy compared with the LDA only method. Moreover, our result was even better Fig. 4 The CSP feature vectors extracted from dataset 01E with different process methods: a only using 01E dataset to train a CSP filter, b using 03E dataset without data adjustment to train a CSP filter, c using 03E dataset with data adjustment to train a CSP filter. Two classes are displayed with different shapes and colors 
Discussion
In summary, our method achieved an acceptable classification accuracy with a much smaller dataset than traditional methods. By using this method, we can calibrate a new subject in a much shorter calibration time. Our method focused mainly on data pre-processing and model ensemble. Our method proposed a new framework of how to use data from other subjects. Some feature extraction methods proposed in other publications can also be used in our framework.
To show the effectiveness of the pre-processing method, we directly compared the CSP filters from different subjects. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the CSP filters for different datasets. Each figure stands for the first row of the corresponding CSP filter. A01E and A03E are two datasets from two subjects. The first column represents six CSP filters calculated using A01E without pre-processing and the last column represents CSP filters calculated using A03E without pre-processing. The middle column represents CSP filters calculated using A01E with pre-processing. Even though the middle column represents CSP filters calculated using A01E, it is more similar to the last column that was calculated using A03E (Fig. 5) . This is because the middle column was calculated using pre-processed data. As stated before, the preprocessing method we proposed eliminated the spatial difference between two different subjects.
Conclusions
We proposed a method of reducing or suppressing the calibration time of motion imagination-based BCI by using data from multiple subjects. The method included two core procedures: data pre-processing based on the target subject's data and fusion of the multiple subjects model. The contribution of this study to the field of research is that the target dataset was corrected by the data from other subjects rather than blindly pursuing the establishment of a user-independent model. Our method eliminated the variability in the EEG signals from multiple subjects and extracted the common modalities from different subjects. The results of experiments comparing our method with existing approaches suggest that there are a number of simple, fast and efficient tricks that can be used routinely to cut down the BCI calibration time. Our method reduced the training time while maintaining higher classification accuracy.
However, there is still much work required to further reduce training time and even suppress it. New approaches should be designed to alleviate inter-user variability, such as the adjustment of data from different subjects or the use of an efficient adaptive ensemble method of userindependent BCI model. Collecting and studying very large datasets of EEG signals from multiple subjects may be an interesting solution. When datasets with thousands of EEG signals become available, an efficient userindependent BCI model can be created. The method of calibration time reduction could facilitate the practical use of BCI by both patients and healthy individuals. (2) Find the whitening matrix Q
Calculate the whitened matrix.
Then, S ' and S ' have the same eigenvector matrixU.
Solution of the optimization:
In this part, we give the details of how to solve the optimization problem in section II.A. The problem is:
To easily and effectively make the calculation, the optimization problem with regular terms was transformed to an optimization formula without the regular terms. The Lagrangian multiplier method was used.
(1) First, the target function is transformed. 
